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PRESS RELEASE
Exergonix Announces CODA Energy Acquisition
Creates a leader in energy storage

Lee’s Summit, May 11, 2016: Exergonix, Inc., a developer of proprietary energy storage technology and
supplier of integrated energy storage systems, announced today that it has acquired substantially all of the
assets of CODA Energy, LLC (together with affiliates, “CODA”), a California manufacturer of scalable
energy storage solutions to support a smarter, cleaner, and more resilient grid. The purchased assets
included a very deep intellectual property portfolio and production capacity to assemble behind-themeter energy storage systems ranging from a few kilowatt-hours to multiple megawatt hours and proven to
satisfy the stringent requirements of the California Self Generation Incentive Program (SGIP). Exergonix has
agreed to assume management and operation of all the installed-base CODA customer systems in place
and operating in California.
Exergonix, founded in 2010 and headquartered in Lees Summit, MO, is evaluating options for consolidating
assembly of energy storage systems, but will maintain limited production capacity in California in the near
term. This will enable immediate fulfillment of demand for energy storage systems that provide power for
use in homes, office buildings, and utility installations. Exergonix will continue the implementation of systems
based on its existing technology that provides affordable reserve energy on demand and helps reduce the
cost of electricity delivered on the grid.
Exergonix President & CEO, Don Nissanka, elaborated on the benefits of the acquisition, stating, “Exergonix
has been evolving its global strategy in the renewable space for several years. The CODA IP and
experience with installed systems is highly synergistic to our future expansion plans, and the ability to have a
physical presence and to hire trained and experienced personnel in California, where there is burgeoning
demand for energy storage, is a big win for us. Combining our existing technology portfolio with the
acquired assets and manufacturing processes will allow Exergonix to deliver a total turnkey solution for the
energy storage market. It also enhances our ability to support our customers better with a more diversified
product line and an unmatched technical support team that can provide exceptional customer service.”
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Exergonix, has been developing its product line with the aim of supporting the overall energy reliability
equation and helping to stabilize power delivery infrastructure. The company has reliably delivered energy
projects geared for commercial- or utility-scale applications and has participated in strategic partnerships
to win utility grid-level projects. The acquired product line compliments the overall system portfolio and
gives Exergonix immediate access to a broader segment of the electricity storage market, extending the
firm’s capabilities to residential and industrial applications. Exergonix has also partnered with Neighborhood
Power Corporation on solar installations and is deploying storage for projects where ramp control and load
shifting is becoming an essential need. Additionally, the company is working with wind, hydro, biomass and
other renewable solutions providers who can utilize its advanced energy storage technology to maximize
revenues from long-term power purchase agreements and support micro utility applications.
Pete Nortman, CODA’s founder and Chief Technology Officer will join the management team at Exergonix
and will help transition all existing SGIP programs to Exergonix. “This is a perfect strategic fit for the CODA
energy storage technology and customers. I look forward to helping expand Exergonix presence in the
marketplace. The established behind-the-meter initiatives deployed in California under SGIP allow
customers to use energy storage in load shifting applications and achieve dramatic cost savings. The
expertise and network Exergonix brings to sustain these projects and deploy new ones will help fulfill the
program objectives and will propel near-term growth. ” said Nortman.
The asset acquisition was facilitated by Draker Corp, the industry-leading monitoring, data management
and controls unit of BlueNRGY Group Limited (OTC:CBDEF). The collaboration was the first phase of a
strategic alliance intended to provide Exergonix with a robust data management system for overseeing
and maintaining site assets and its customers with the tools to effectively manage their grid-storage
interface and optimize their participation in dynamic energy markets for active power and emerging
ancillary markets for voltage regulation and power factor support. Draker’s ability to deliver deep analytics
and actionable information from a central platform is expected to dramatically improve the commercial
impact of the Exergonix’ systems for its clients and complements the goals of government and utility
initiatives like California’s SGIP. “This capability is an ideal complement to Exergonix’s industry-leading local
control technology for storage system management and will allow Exergonix to scale its business more
quickly,” William Morro, BlueNRGY’s Chairman and Managing Director commented. “Our asset
management clients are increasingly installing storage with solar and other renewable systems and rely on
Draker’s systems to reliably provide mission-critical performance and predictive information. We are
confident that many of these customers will turn to Exergonix as their preferred storage solutions provider
and will benefit from the convenience and efficiency of having essential system information stored,
processed and delivered consistently and reliably on a fully-integrated data and analytics platform.”
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About Exergonix:
Exergonix is dedicated to the mission of providing clean, renewable energy solutions cost-effectively. Its
proprietary technology has been deployed in energy, environmental and renewable projects around the
world since its founding in 2010 and is accepted by leading utilities and regulatory authorities who are
breaking ground in the application of storage technologies to maximize grid capacity and penetration of
renewables. Having put its technology through years of rigorous testing and certification in utility-scale
applications, Exergonix is commencing the commercial roll-out of storage solutions for both large and
small-scale applications.

